


Carboni  

was founded by two technicians, who specialized in working 

composite materials for the aerospace industry: 

 

 

 

After acquiring knowledge and expertise in twenty years of 

working experience in the processing of the composite, 

they started wondering if the same strict processes and 

materials used to build critical structural parts for aircraft, 

would give results in the production of composite fin blades 



 
 



The choice of the components and the mix accurate 
ratio are decisive 
CarbonioGFT 
decided to innovate and improve the quality of its 
underwater equipment production choosing 
prepreg 
composite, supplied with a certification for resin 
material, components quantity for square centimeter 
and quality properties. 
CarbonioGFT 





The study applied to the production process 
takes into account sectoral parameters such as: 
Study orientation of the fibers, viscosity of the 
resin content, resin certificate issued by the 
supplier, heat flow, kinetic of the curing 
process. 



The introduction of innovative technologies, such as H.F. 
TECHNOLOGY (nursing process by vacuum hot forming, to 
make up for the pre-tension of the yarn), COMPOSITES are 
anisotropic materials, have enabled the creation of products 
with 
characteristics of resistance to fatigue and damage with an 
exceptional spring-back, stress concentration in the center of 
gravity to hold a maximum torques. 
Composite layering technology used in airplane latest in home 
Bombardier C series 



     Much attention has been paid to the aesthetical look 
     Study and design for the ideal curvature, all this    

allowed 
     by layering with fabrics in specific locations and 

gradations 
    dictated by the project 



 CarbonioGFT 
    very simple concept: 
    People are different and each person has 
    different needs in underwater gear. Fins are 
    particularly personal, and no fin will suit 
    everybody’s needs. 



 
  Composites prepregs with resin certification. 
  Hot Forming Curing Technology, to eliminate any yarn 
 early shrinking 
 Wide fin models choice, fulfilling different needs 
  Many models designed for various needs 
 Wide choice among several grades of stiffness. 
  Indelible Camouflage 
  Ability to assemble all of the available foot pockets on 
 the market 
  Different options about the blade angle. 




